
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Stags To Perform At Secret Warehouse 
Date: April 25 2014 

Venue: Secret Location, East London 

 
 
In the lead up to the announcement of their new single, the Psychedelic Grunge band Stags disclose an invite only                    
Warehouse Show on April 25 2014 at a secret location in East London. “This is one of those special gigs we hold close                       
to our routes; a true underground vibe where we have all come from”. This one off exclusive performance is hosted                    
by The Secret Warehouse Of Sound Studio by Murillo "Muka" Sguillaro who happens to be the producer behind their                   
tracks. “Working with Stags is a truly incredible experience, i’m honoured that my studio has been brought into                  
the foundations of the group.” Preceding this showcase Stags will reveal their new single ‘Just Like You’ to be released                    
June 30 2014, a follow up to ‘Stealing My Heart ’ released November 4 2013 gaining an array of accolades including from                     
XFM describing them as ‘great’, national support from Frank Skinner on Absolute Radio and from publications such as                  
The Independent quoting them as “one of the best emerging bands of the year” . 
 
Stags lead singer Chris Finney’s tenacious vocal style seems to bear influence from Jim Morrison displaying a unique                  
broad range and ability to express well thought through hooks into dusty multi-pitched lyrics. “i’ve adapted a soft vocal                   
style but I enjoy pushing it on harder tracks”. It’s interesting to note Chris has never had any singing lesson, honing his                      
skills from his Mother whilst growing up. Alessio Pesaresi’s hooky guitar style finds its roots in Blues taking inspiration from                    
the sound of 90's Grunge bands such as NIrvana and Pearl Jam. “I like to think of my approach as a fusion of the                        
early guitar rock and the 90's heavy rock, with a hint of psychedelia.“ Alessio and Chris write all Stags songs                    
together, “ I believe the way Chris and I write music is very unique. It's like a synergy between two different worlds                      
that meet and shape each other.” Complemented by Oisin’s Walsh’s bass and George Vallacks driving drums; ‘Just                 
Like You ’ is a great representation of what Stags are about and why they describe themselves as Psychedelic Grunge,                   
“ They stand alone in their unique and distinctive approach to songwriting ” 5/5 AAA Music. Stags take influence from                  
bands such as The Brian Jonestown Massacre, Jimi Hendrix, Rolling Stones and Soundgarden. Their performances               
have been described as feisty and energetic, “We really feel at one with the music when we perform, it’s really one of                      
those things that is hard to describe; I guess you just have to see us live to really understand it” . With European                      
tours under their belt Stags have displayed their sound at venues such as Liverpool's Cavern Club, Islington O2                  
Academy and The Borderline sharing the stage with Brooklyn’s Peanut Butter Lovesicle, L.A’s Queen Kwong, The                
Tricks and Bromheads.  
 
Stags warehouse show is going to be a memorable experience for anyone who is lucky enough to attend. The location                    
actually happens to be apart of their studio The Secret Warehouse OF Sound with special guests given a tour by their                     
producer Murillo "Muca" Sguillaro and a sneak peek listen to their new recorded material. Following this Stags are due to                    
officially announce their next single “Just Like You” along with a music video to be premiered. A London record release                    
showcase will also announced in the run up to the “Just Like You” single release date in June, 2014. 
 
Website: http://stagsofficial.com/  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/wearestags  
Twiiter: https://www.twitter.com/stagsofficial  
Soundcloud: https://www.soundcloud.com/wearestags  
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For all press and radio enquiries please contact: 
Name: Michael Eastwood 
Company: Mastermind PR 
Address: 141 Cricklewood Lane, Golders Green, London, NW2 1HS 
Email: michael@mastermindpromotion.com 
Phone: +44 (0) 777 451 4581 
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